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W

ith all the depressing economic news around us these days,
I feel like celebrating a bit as we kick off this issue and take
this opportunity to, again, extend a warm welcome the
new US Ambassador to Trinidad & Tobago; John L.
Estrada. AMCHAM T&T is delighted to have him here with
us in T&T, and we look forward to further strengthening our deep
relationship with the US Embassy. After all, The United States is still our
largest trading partner and the driving economy in this hemisphere.
As the world comes to terms with the new economic reality—
underpinned by a new global petro-politico reality—we are inundated
with the analyses and advice of the economists, pundits, politicians,
businessmen, bloggers and the laypeople, on where we are and how our
nation got here. It is not so much about how we got here but where we
go from here, and how we get there. While we must, of course, learn
from the mistakes of the past, what we really need to do is define the
type of society and complementary economic structure that we want
and work out how we are going to get there.
Saudi Arabia’s new development strategy and Venezuela’s near total
collapse should be eye-openers for us. The boom and bust cycles which
we are facing today, not for the first time, and which are currently being
experienced by commodity exporters on every continent, certainly
must force us to realise that diversification of industries and markets are
essential if we are to have a chance of achieving whatever it is we decide
our vision to be. What is clear is that the Government cannot spend its
way out of this crisis. We have to be more productive and competitive.
To achieve this the government has to come to see its role as facilitator
and, in some cases, regulator, to allow the markets to work efficiently so
that businesses can create jobs and earn foreign exchange. The near total
welfare state mentality of individuals, business people and government
institutions must be reversed.
In this regard, I am happy to report that AMCHAM T&T is
represented on the National Tripartite Advisory Committee
(NTAC) which is expected to meet regularly ahead of the next national
budget. It is our hope that the input of the various groups will assist the
Government in devising workable strategies for sustainable growth.
For Trinidad and Tobago, the road ahead may have detours, speed
bumps, unexpected roadblocks and a few pot holes here and there, but
despite all of this we must commit to keep going. It is my firm belief that
we are in a time of great opportunity. The changes that are occurring
around us will undoubtedly cause significant disruption and some
dislocation. Those who are slow to adapt, as always, will be the losers.
Those who re-engineer and re-tool, will be building the companies of
the future. Now is not a time to play it safe, but a time to take calculated
risk based on meaningful and sound analysis of what the future will offer.
If you constantly try to solve today’s problems without ever taking the
time to look ahead, your competitors will leap ahead of you, without you
even knowing that they have. In the words of the late US President John
F. Kennedy, “There are risks and costs to a program of action. But they
are far less than the long- range risks and costs of comfortable inaction”.
As you embark on this leg of your journey, AMCHAM T&T is here to
help. We look forward to hearing from you on how we can be of even
greater service.
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VIEWPOINT

T

his year AMCHAM T&T celebrates
its 24th anniversary. This marks
24 years of serving the business
community and the wider
community of Trinidad and
Tobago.
The Board and I are thankful for the
tremendous support we have received over
the years from our Members and we certainly
look forward to continuing our advocacy not
only for and on behalf of the private sector, but
also the wider community.
As the Pathway to the Americas, we at
AMCHAM T&T continue to focus on assisting
our membership and contributing to issues
that impact free and fair trade in the Americas.
We also consciously ensure that we advocate
for policies and positions that will positively
impact the growth and prosperity for our
economy and, by extension, all citizens of
Trinidad & Tobago.

Ravi Suryadevara
President, AMCHAM T&T

The road ahead appears challenging at
best, and we must recognise that a period
of adjustment is underway. With global
uncertainty, coupled with pressures within our
own economy, we at AMCHAM T&T understand
the difficult position the government is in
as they attempt to manage and implement
initiatives to stimulate growth and investment
balanced with measures to ensure social
stability.

THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

"What is the economic
role of the Government
going forward? Are
they a benefactor?
Operator? Regulator? Is
their role oversight and
compliance?"
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It is at this point where I reiterate the
very important question I raised at our MidYear event – What is the economic role of
the Government going forward? Are they a
benefactor? Operator? Regulator? Is their role
oversight and compliance?
In reviewing the Mid- Year Review, AMCHAM
T&T recognised and applauded the Minister
of Finance, the Hon. Colm Imbert, and by
extension the Government for starting the
process in earnest to restore balance. Whilst
regrettably, one consequence of re-balancing
is that different sectors of the society will face
changes as we adjust, AMCHAM T&T believes
there is the urgent necessity for present action
for future stability.
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We believe that the mid-year review
introduced several positive measures such as
the steady removal of the fuel subsidy, a
review of subvention labour programmes, and
recognising the need for greater efficiency and
execution by the Board of Inland Revenue.

AMCHAM'S LOBBYING
We also remain very vocal on the proposed
initiative to institute a 7% levy on online
purchases. While this is meant to reduce the
demand for foreign exchange as well as raise
revenue via taxes, we believe it will negatively
impact both businesses and individuals,
including many Government agencies, which
benefit from internet sourcing and purchases,
both as a revenue earner and as a cost
reduction mechanism.
If this initiative is instituted before proper
mechanisms are in place at Customs, it would
lead to additional burdens on an already
over-burdened system and have the opposite
effect to that which was intended. Delays and
inefficiencies may fuel an underground black
market for goods as existed in previous years
with the “suitcase trade”, thereby depriving the
country of its due share of taxes. This tax or any
additional on-line tax will significantly impede
a growing industry which employs hundreds of
people. I will reiterate AMCHAM T&T’s position,
where we ask the Government to consider
implementing a de minimis system - which
exists in many smaller CARICOM economies
– which will free up the system and increase
efficiency.
At this point I must note that AMCHAM
T&T has an Express Logistics sub-committee
which comprises of companies within the
courier industry, and specifically deals with the
challenges present within that industry. I would
also like to highlight the work of the Budget
sub-committee, which did tremendous work
pre and post the Mid-Year Review.
I do hope you enjoy this issue of Linkage
and continue to send us your thoughts and
comments on how we can better serve you.

“FROM PAN-AMERICAN LIFE'S POINT OF VIEW
THIS MEANS THE POTENTIAL FOR GROWTH IN
THE CARIBBEAN REMAIN HIGH."

CEO's Perspective

GROWTH IN THE
CARIBBEAN
P

an-American Life was founded in
New Orleans, Louisiana in 1911 and
105 years later, we continue to
provide trusted financial security
and peace of mind to millions of
customers in the Caribbean, Latin America
and the United States.
Exclusively committed to our core
competencies in life, accident and health
insurance solutions for individual and corporate
markets, our success is built on disciplined
enterprise risk management practices, sound
investment strategies, a commitment to
innovation in product development and
technology and, above all, dedication to
strengthening our organisational service culture.
We entered the Caribbean market in 2012
and established our regional headquarters
here in Trinidad and Tobago as a reflection of
our belief that Pan-American Life could bring
international best practices to the local industry
and broader financial services sector as well as
add lasting value to local communities across
the region. We are as committed to being active
and responsible corporate citizens as we are to
offering best-in-class insurance solutions to our
customers. The sustained relationships we’ve
built with The Cotton Tree Foundation, Rotary
Club of Port of Spain, and San Antonio Green
Market bear that out.
In addition, we were confident that the
Caribbean would be an important growth driver
for our company and our results over the last
four years have proven that we were right. The
Caribbean saw eight percent growth in 2015 and
we anticipate that in 2016, the region will likely
become our largest international operation.
There is no denying that the economic outlook
in Trinidad and Tobago will be challenging for
quite some time, given the significant impact that
the energy sector has on the overall economy. In
this climate, it’s not unusual to see companies
paying particular attention to their expenses
and growth strategies. That said, when times
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Bill Schultz

Bill Schultz

CEO & MD
Pan-American Life
Insurance Group

are tough economically, people are reminded
of how important it is to protect their families
and their businesses. As a result, the need for
insurance and financial services remains strong
and people’s desire for the peace of mind
that comes from those products and services
increases.
From Pan-American Life’s point of view,
this means the potential for growth in the
Caribbean remains high. In particular, we think
there is tremendous opportunity to expand
our group insurance business, which includes
employee benefits, multinational solutions, high
deductible Major Medical coverage, and creditrelated insurance. We also foresee that our
revamped personal accident and Private ClientInternational Major Medical products will drive
the growth of our individual life and health
businesses.
There are several factors that contribute
to Pan-American Life’s ability to consistently
leverage organic growth opportunities, but
there are two in particular that I would like to
highlight. First is the investment we’ve made,
and continue to make, into local talent. While
we also invest in systems improvements and
our overall technological infrastructure, it is
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our people who drive our strength and our
accomplishments.
We are very proud of the top quality talent that
we’ve been able to attract to the company and
even prouder of the development opportunities
that we have provided to existing staff who
have the skills, experience and desire to take on
greater responsibility both here in Trinidad and
Tobago as well as Barbados, the Cayman Islands
and elsewhere throughout the region.
Secondly, as a Group, Pan-American Life
has an extremely well balanced portfolio with
an almost 50/50 split between our life and
health lines of business, and between our U.S.
and International operations. That equilibrium
helps us to successfully navigate everything
from economic crises to natural disasters, and
is one of the reasons that Pan-American Life is a
stronger company today than it has ever been.
As an organisation, we are committed to
sustainable and profitable long-term growth.
Achieving that requires equally long-term
vision, careful strategic planning and excellent
execution. Companies that deliver on their
promises in good times, and in bad, will stand
the test of time, as Pan-American Life has done
for more than 100 years.

John L Estrada

US Ambassador to
Trinidad and Tobago

US Ambassador John L.
Estrada was born in Port
of Spain and returns now
as the US Ambassador to
his native Trinidad and
Tobago

T

he U.S. Senate confirmed John L.
Estrada as Ambassador to the
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago
on February 12, 2016.

He was sworn in as Ambassador
on March 17, 2016, and his credentials were
accepted on Tuesday 19th April, 2016.

DISTIGUISHED MILITARY
CAREER
Ambassador Estrada served in the U.S.
Marine Corps for 34 years, most notably as
the 15th Sergeant Major of the United States
Marine Corps, the nation’s highest-ranking
enlisted Marine, from 2003 to 2007, during the
height of the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan.
From 2001 to 2003, he served as Sergeant
Major of the 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing, Marine
Corps Air Station Miramar. Additionally, from
2000 to 2001, he served as the Sergeant
Major of the Recruit Training Regiment at Parris
Island, from 1998 to 2000 as Sergeant Major
for the Recruiting Station in Sacramento, and
from 1995 to 1998 as Sergeant Major for the
2nd Battalion, 1st Marines Division, based at
Camp Pendleton, California.
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AMCHAM T&T
WELCOMES
THE NEW US
AMBASSADOR

Ambassador Estrada has served as a
Presidentially-appointed Commissioner on the
American Battle Monuments Commission, an
independent agency of the U.S. government that
oversees permanent U.S. military cemeteries,
memorials, and monuments around the world.
He also served as a Committee Member of the
Defense Advisory Committee on Women in
the Services, a member of the national Board
of Directors for Operation Homefront, and
on the Executive Committee for the United
Services Organization. Ambassador Estrada
received a B.S. in Business Management from
the University of Phoenix.
Ambassador Estrada was born in Port of
Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, and immigrated
with his family to the United States at the age
of 14. He lives with his wife, Dr. Elizabeth Anne
Cote Estrada, in Freeport, Maine, with their two
daughters, Eva and Marie.

EXCERPT OF AMBASSADOR’S
WELCOME ADDRESS TO
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
“I was born in Trinidad. As a young child I
lived, played and went to primary schools in
the communities of Laventille, Diego Martin
and Toco. My fondest childhood memories
are of living in Toco with my grandfather and
watching the sea turtles on the beach at night.
At age fourteen, I immigrated to the United
States and forged a new life. I brought with me
a respect for diversity and an inherent sense of
the equal value of all people.
"I served with honour in the United States
Marine Corps, attaining the Corps’ highest
enlisted rank, 15th Sergeant Major of the Marine
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Corps. After the Marine Corps, I continued
service to my country in government and
the private sector. I believe that one of the
greatest aspirations of all free people is to
live their lives to the fullest without limitations
based on their ethnicity, class, race, gender
or sexual orientation. As Ambassador, with
that ideal as my guide, I want to strengthen
the ties between the citizens and elected
representatives of our nations.
"I am proud to be nominated by President
Barack Obama to further serve my country in
the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago.
"Along with my family, I look forward
to working and living alongside all of you,
returning to the place I now can call home
again.”

AMCHAM & THE US EMBASSY
AMCHAM T&T, since its inception 24 years
ago, has cultivated a close working relationship
with the US Embassy. This relationship remains
important as the United States maintains
its position as Trinidad and Tobago’s largest
trading partner.
AMCHAM T&T's President and CEO, Ravi
Suryadevara and Nirad Tewarie, met with the
Ambassador in early April 2016 to discuss
several issues, including trade and investment.
On welcoming the US Ambassador to
Trinidad & Tobago, Suryadevara said: “It was
clear in our initial meeting that AMCHAM T&T
and Ambassador Estrada have shared priorities.
His wide-ranging expertise will undoubtedly
amplify an already strong relationship that
AMCHAM T&T shares with the embassy,
and further increase business and trade ties
between our countries.”

The Road Ahead

POLICY
OPTIONS FOR
GROWTH
Dr. Ronald Ramkissoon
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A

t present, Trinidad and Tobago
faces several major macroeconomic challenges. Some of
these can be dealt with in the
short term and some in the
medium to long term.
On the economic front, the shorter term
challenges have to do with pressures on the
exchange rate and the country’s foreign
exchange reserves as well as with dwindling
revenues in the face of unsustainably high
expenditures. The longer term challenges relate
to structural issues such as the diversification
of the economy. The reality is that these
challenges are tantamount to negative or slow
growth in the short term.
Of necessity, in the short term, the policy
options must focus on the attainment of a stable
macro-economic environment. However, while
such an environment is absolutely necessary
for growth, it is unlikely, by itself, to generate
strong enough growth.
Nevertheless, to address these economic
challenges, Government has several policy
options at its disposal. The main ones are
monetary and fiscal policy, exchange rate
policy and incomes policy. Important but not
often discussed is investment policy.

INTEREST POLICY
In a recessionary period such as this, when
policymakers would wish to stimulate economic
growth, the often desired course of action is
to keep monetary policy accommodative or
interest rates low. However, at this juncture, in
an open petroleum economy, characterised by
high foreign exchange demand pressures, high
interest rates are necessary to curb expenditure
and hence to protect the balance of payments.
The situation is further complicated by the
phenomenon of rising rates in the USA,
this country’s major trading partner, which is
putting upward pressure on domestic rates, as
higher external rates tend to encourage capital
outflows. The idea is to find the right balance
such that loan demand, and hence some level
of economic activity, is sustained while foreign
exchange outflows are discouraged.
But high interest rates are not all bad as
they can help in weeding out projects that
are barely marginal or which carry low rates
of return. It is not uncommon to find that low
interest rates encourage projects that are not
sustainable, which when interest rates rise,
often fail.

FISCAL POLICY

OTHER POLICY MEASURES

Fiscal policy at this time is concerned
with finding the right mix of revenue-raising
measures, expenditure-reducing measures and
appropriate tools for financing any deficit.
Given that the country has unfortunately
ramped up expenditure over the last few years,
the current situation demands that cuts in
expenditure be made. In cutting expenditure,
however, Government must at the same time
be careful to allow some level of expenditure
such that economic activity and employment
are maintained through its spending.

ther policies for economic
management are also available to
Government. These include incomes
policy, trade policy, and industrial
policy among others. Incomes
policy, which involves wages and prices policies,
is especially important during a recession and
tripartite dialogue among Government,
business and labour can play a very important
role in bringing about reasonable wage
demand and prices. A willingness to face up to
the economic realities and to arrive at common
understandings can go a long way in riding out
any recession.

However, the full burden of fiscal adjustment
must not be allowed to fall on expenditure.
Revenue-raising measures must be instituted
as well. Again, while the current situation is
expected to demand some increase in existing
taxes, Government must seek first to widen
the tax base and, more especially, to prevent
tax evasion. While it has partially addressed
the former through the imposition of VAT on
previously non-vatable items, increases in the
Green Fund and Business Levy and through
the re-imposition of the property tax, it has
still to address the latter. It must be noted
that beyond certain thresholds, higher rates of
taxation are often inimical to growth.

A

s Government moves to address the
fiscal balance in the medium term,
revenue-raising measures are not
expected to raise sufficient funds to
meet necessary expenditure. As such,
the Government will have to increase
borrowing. While the country’s debt at around
49 percent of GDP is not unreasonable, the
Government must be keenly aware of the
generally recognised 60 percent threshold,
beyond which it would not wish to stray too far.
Unfortunately, over the last few years, increased
borrowing on the revenue side was associated
with increases in transfers and subsidies on the
expenditure side. This has to stop.
Appropriate exchange rate policy is critical
now, as a better balance between foreign
reserve flows and the exchange rate must be
found. The managed float has worked well so
far, but unfortunately that regime has not been
allowed to be more reflective of the underlying
supply and demand realities in the foreign
exchange market. If other policies, such as
fiscal policy, are too expansionary and export
earnings weak, the result is often pressure on
the exchange rate. This is the case in Trinidad
and Tobago now.

O

It is investment policy which is likely to have the
most direct and perhaps the most important
effect on growth. Accordingly, in the context
of the current global situation, Government
must urgently review current policy, incentives
and strategy to ensure that they are likely to
deliver the greatest benefits in the shortest
possible time. Investment by both Government
and the private sector is important at this
time, although Government will be severely
constrained by its weak revenue position.

GOOD POLICY COORDINATION
IS KEY, AS NO ONE POLICY
OR INSTRUMENT CAN SERVE
SEVERAL OBJECTIVES WELL.
Above all else, however, is good policy
coordination. This is key, as no one policy or
instrument can serve several objectives well.
For example, expansionary fiscal policy may
bring about some growth but at the same time
place undue stress on the country’s balance
of payments and the exchange rate. Or in the
defence of the exchange rate, interest rates
(monetary policy) may have to be pitched so
high that weak loan demand stifles growth.
As well, if wages rise too quickly, interest rates
may have to rise too high in order to stem
inflationary pressures.
In conclusion, it is important that policy choices
are such that they achieve a stable macroeconomic environment in the short term.
This is absolutely necessary for the generation
of sustainable growth. Such an environment
builds investor confidence and, together with
a pro-active and strategic investment policy,
economic growth is almost assured. The
American Chamber of Industry and Commerce
of Trinidad and Tobago is well placed to
advance action along these lines.
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AMCHAM T&T

MID-TERM REVIEW
1

5

4
Government agencies
currently benefit from
internet sourcing
and purchases ... in
sourcing critical parts
for police vehicles,
ambulances etc.

J

ust days after the Government’s
Mid-Year Review, the American
Chamber of Commerce of Trinidad
& Tobago (AMCHAM T&T) held a
breakfast meeting geared towards
deciphering and assessing the review in
terms of the current trade, investment
and tax environment. Members of the
business community gathered to share
their thoughts on how these measures
would impact the way they currently do
business and their future plans.
Ravi Suryadevara, AMCHAM T&T’s President,
commended the Government for candidly
discussing the state of the nation’s finances as
well as the partial removal of the fuel subsidy.
Concerns were raised, however, about the
proposed revenue enhancement measures,
such as increased taxes on alcohol and tobacco
as well as the Motor Vehicle Tax and Duty.
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These, he said, were “immaterial at best to the
present deficit position”.

VEHICLE TAX
To explain this, Ravi drew on recent research
conducted by AMCHAM T&T, which states that:
“annual Alcohol and Tobacco revenues are
around TT$3 million, with estimated revenue in
2016 of TT$7.5 million. Similarly, Motor Vehicle
Tax and Duty annually earns between TT$500
million to TT$575 million”. Thus even with a
50% increase over all vehicles, not only 1999 cc
and over, this measure would net only TT$300
million in total revenue at best.
Suryadevara also stated that “while better
tax collection from the Gaming and Gambling
Industry may provide some relief, much more
need to be done to reduce the deficit of
TT$6.7 billion”.

1 – L-R: Ronald Carter, CEO JMMB Securities (T&T) Limited; Gerard Stephens, Corporate and Institutional Sales Manager (JMMB); Anganie Sookoo, Manager Retail Sales
(JMMB); Glenn Hamel-Smith, Secretary BOD AMCHAM T&T; Nigel Romano, CEO & Managing Director Intercommercial Bank; Ravi Suryadevara, President AMCHAM T&T;
Hugh Howard, Director AMCHAM T&T; Nirad Tewarie, CEO AMCHAM T&T
2 – Professor Miguel Carillo, Executive Director and Professor of Strategy, Arthur Lok Jack School of Business
3 – Speakers and participants and NYPF winners St. Joseph’s Convent, Port-of-Spain
4 – Darryl White, Managing Director, RBC (Caribbean) Limited & Mitchell De Silva, Regional Vice President - Corporate Banking - RBC Merchant Bank (Caribbean) Limited
5, 8 – Cross section of the participants during the presentations
6 – Nicole Joseph, Tax Director, KPMG
7 – Duane Hinkson, CEO Development Finance Limited & Abigail De Freitas of KPMG

3

2

6

8

7
ONLINE SHOPPING LEVY
With respect to the proposed levy on online
shopping, he said, “AMCHAM T&T is asking that
the Government reconsider its position on
the levy of 7% on online purchases of goods
and services through the Internet from retail
companies. Internet shopping has proven to
increase efficiency in spending by lowering
cost overall and increasing choice to the end
consumer. Government agencies currently
benefit from internet sourcing and purchases
both in revenue generation by actually offering
internet shopping as a revenue earner, as a
cost reduction, in sourcing critical parts for
police vehicles, ambulances etc.”

THE SPEAKERS' THEMES
Nicole Joseph, Tax Director, KPMG, spoke on
Taxation, Business and Government Revenue.
She highlighted that in the Government’s Mid-

year Review, no updates were forthcoming on
the Trinidad & Tobago Revenue Authority and
transfer pricing legislation.

hold themselves to international standards of
competitiveness so that they can succeed in
these challenging times.

Nigel Romano, Managing Director and CEO
of IBL Bank and JMMB Group Trinidad and
Tobago, identified SME’s as being the engines
of growth and asked business owners: “Are
you committed to your lifestyle or long-term
financial health?” Romano urged individuals,
employees, businessmen, bankers and
Government officials to ask themselves difficult
questions and to be prepared to commit to the
actions needed to survive, thrive and promote
longevity.

AMCHAM T&T’s CEO Nirad Tewarie reiterated
that the organisation remains committed to
working with the Government and all relevant
stakeholders to return the country to stable
growth and development.

THANK YOU TO
OUR SPONSORS:

Professor Miguel Carillo, Executive Director and
Professor of Strategy at the Arthur Lok Jack
Graduate School of Business, urged exporters
to look towards new markets and to create
demand for their products in international
markets. He encouraged local companies to
AMCHAM T&T LINKAGE Edition 1 / 2016
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AMCHAM T&T

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
AMCHAM BUSINESS WORKSHOP

Senator the Honourable Paula Gopee-Scoon, Minister
of Trade and Industry during her presentation.

Dr. Ronald Ramkissoon,
Economist & Member of
the Economic Development
Advisory Board

16

Ravi Suryadevara, President
AMCHAM T&T
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On Friday 15th January, 2016, The American
Chamber of Commerce of Trinidad & Tobago
(AMCHAM T&T) hosted their Business
Workshop entitled The Economic Outlook
for 2016 at the Hyatt Regency Trinidad.
This workshop sought to provide a forum
where the business community addressed its
questions and concerns about the economic
outlook of Trinidad and Tobago for 2016.
There were many insights into new markets
and areas of diversification to businesses in
this time of economic uncertainty.

Ravi Suryadevara, President AMCHAM T&T,
Angelique Bart, Partner, Transactional
Deptartment M. Hamel Smith and Co and
Ronald Carter, CEO, JMMB Investments.

Marco Binenti, Oxford Business Group and
Nicholas Galt, Director AMCHAM T&T.
AMCHAM T&T LINKAGE Edition 1 / 2016
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The Road Ahead

TREAD
CAREFULLY
Managing Workforce Reductions
Written by Catherine Ramnarine
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Even where an employer follows the process and makes the
severance payments required under the Act, it may still be
subject to challenge at the Industrial Court on the grounds
that it did not comply with good industrial relations practice.

I

t goes almost without saying that in difficult economic
times, businesses tend to turn their attention towards
cutting costs and improving efficiencies. Reducing the
workforce is, for many businesses, the last resort in
achieving this objective.

In some cases, however, it may seem like the only viable option
in order to ensure the continued survival of the business. However, a
workforce reduction that is not managed properly can actually end
up costing a business a lot more in the long run. In this article, we will
discuss some of the legal risks and requirements relating to workforce
reductions.

GOOD INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS PRACTICE
The termination of employees in Trinidad and Tobago is generally
subject to the jurisdiction of the Industrial Court. This specialist Court
is not simply a court of law, but one whose mission is to uphold the
principles of equity, good conscience and “good industrial relations
practice”. Therefore, in order to validly terminate an employee, an
employer must not only comply with the legal requirements for
termination under the employment contract or statute, but also with
the principles of good industrial relations practice.
At the outset, it is important to note that the Industrial Court is
empowered to order compensation or damages, the payment of
exemplary damages and/or the re-employment or reinstatement of
the employee in his/her former position or a similar one, subject to
any conditions that it thinks fit to impose. In assessing the amount of
damages that is to be awarded, the Court is not bound to follow any
precedent or rule of law for the assessment of such and may, instead,
make an assessment that is in its opinion “fair and appropriate”.
As a matter of policy, the Court does not provide any formula or
methodology for the quantification of damages and, as such, it is
difficult to predict with any degree of certainty the amount that might
be awarded in any given case.

G

ood industrial relations practice generally requires that an
employer have a valid reason for termination of an employee,
connected with the employee’s capacity to perform the
work for which he/she was employed or founded on the
operational requirements of the employer’s business. In a
workforce reduction situation, employers will typically seek
to rely on redundancy as grounds for termination.
Redundancy, retrenchment and severance are governed by the
provisions of the Retrenchment and Severance Benefits Act. Under the
Act, “redundancy” is defined as, “the existence of surplus labour in an
undertaking for whatever cause”. The Act prescribes a specific process
that must be followed when an employer proposes to terminate five or
more employees as well as the minimum severance benefits that must
be paid to the terminated employees.

It is important to note, however, that even where an employer follows
the process and makes the severance payments required under the Act,
it may still be subject to challenge at the Industrial Court on the grounds
that it did not comply with good industrial relations practice. In particular,
the Court may find that (i) there was no “surplus” of labour so as to give
rise to a genuine situation of redundancy and/or (ii) the process used by
the employer did not meet the requirements of procedural fairness.

A GENUINE SITUATION OF REDUNDANCY
It will be for the Court to decide, based on the evidence that is
presented before it, whether the employee was actually surplus to the
employer’s operations. In reaching this decision, the Court will consider
the particular facts and circumstances surrounding the termination.

A

n employer’s financial difficulties are not in and of themselves
sufficient to establish that there was a genuine surplus of labour.
However, the Court has recognised that the external economic
environment and/or a reduction in an employer’s sales,
customers or clients can influence management decisions
about cost cutting and the reduction of the workforce. The
presence of such factors (though not conclusive) may accordingly lend
credence to an employer’s claim that there was a surplus of labour for its
operations. The Court is wary of spurious claims of redundancy made by
employers in order to terminate employees, and will consider whether, on
all the facts of the case, the claim of redundancy is merely a ruse. While
the Court recognises an employer’s general entitlement to reorganise
and restructure its business as it sees fit, where a reorganisation appears
superficial, the onus will be on the employer to provide a satisfactory
explanation to the Court. Where an employer seeks to rely on a
reorganisation of its operations as giving rise to a surplus of labour, it will
generally need to present clear and cogent evidence that it embarked on
a genuine restructuring exercise prior to termination. Where the
employer hires a replacement to perform the substantive functions that
had previously been performed by the terminated employee, the
Industrial Court will generally take the view that no genuine situation of
redundancy existed. The position is less clear where the employee’s
functions are re-distributed among other job positions within the
company. However, the employer will generally need to demonstrate that
the re-distribution was part of a genuine re-structuring exercise.

PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS
Even where there is a genuine situation of redundancy, an employer
may still be found liable at the Industrial Court for not following a fair
process before implementing a workforce reduction.
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This is aptly illustrated in the Industrial
Court case of TD 43 of 2001 OWTU v
NP decided in 2011. This case
concerned the retrenchment of three
employees following a restructuring
exercise. The employees ranged between fifty
and fifty six years in age and had between
eleven and twenty seven years’ service. They
were paid severance in accordance with the
Act. The Court found that there was a genuine
redundancy situation, that is, the employer did
have valid cause for terminating the employees.
However, it noted that even where a decision is
considered substantively justified, it may still be
procedurally unfair and result in injustice. The
following extract from the Judgment is
instructive:
“Retrenchment is a valid management
prerogative. It is, however, subject to
faithful compliance with the substantive
and procedural requirements laid down
by the Act, jurisprudence and the principles of good industrial relations practice.
The right of an employer to dismiss an
employee differs from and should not be
confused with the manner in which such
right is exercised. It is incumbent that
an employer exercises its prerogative to
retrench employees in good faith for the
advancement of its interest (for instance
to restructure for efficiency) and not to
defeat or circumvent the employee’s right
to work and thereby earn a livelihood.”

It is incumbent that an
employer exercises its
prerogative to retrench
employees in good faith
for the advancement of
its interest ... and not
to defeat or circumvent
the employee’s right to
work and thereby earn
a livelihood.

The requirements of procedural fairness
include consultation with the employees, the
consideration of alternatives, a fair selection
process and compliance with natural justice,
including a decision free from bias and
predetermination.
On the facts of that case, there had been
no consultation with the employees prior to
the termination. The Court found that, even
though the employer had valid cause for
termination, this failure to consult tainted it
with “illegality” and “procedural unfairness”. It
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found favour of the employees and awarded
them twenty four months’ salary in addition to
the severance that they had already received.
It should be noted that the purpose of
consultation is to give the parties an opportunity
to fully consider alternative options before
implementing a workforce reduction. The
Industrial Court has stressed time and time
again that the termination of an employee’s
employment should be a last resort. In order
to be effective, consultation should not be
viewed as merely one item in a checklist
of requirements that an employer must go
through before it can implement a course of
action that it has already decided upon. As
noted in the NP case, the employer’s decision
to terminate an employee should be free from
bias and pre-determination. The employer
is required to give genuine consideration to
alternative options and to any representations
or suggestions that the employee might make.

A

s the above demonstrates, it is not
sufficient
for
an
employer
implementing a workforce reduction
to merely follow the process and make
the severance payments required
under the Act. The employer must
also comply with the requirements of “good
industrial relations practice”. While these
requirements are not codified and depend, to
a large extent, on the particular circumstances
of each case, adopting a considered and
thoughtful approach to workforce reductions
can go a long way towards mitigating against
the potential risks.

Editor’s note: These genuine consultations, while not
guaranteeing any future employment for employees
slated for severance, may lead to innovative solutions for
future growth.
Catherine Ramnarine is a Partner – Employment Law
Team at M. Hamel-Smith & Company.

LEGISLATION TO WATCH
Highlights from AMCHAM T&T's mid-year proposal and
from proceedings of the mid-year review event
Written by Aurelia Bruce, Research Officer AMCHAM T&T

O

n Friday 8th April, 2016, the
Finance Minister of Trinidad
and Tobago outlined the
results of the Government’s
Mid-Year Review of the
National Budget. In his presentation, the
Minister revealed a number of measures
geared towards generating revenue and
reducing expenditure. In light of this,
below are highlights from AMCHAM
T&T’s initial mid-year proposal as well as
from the proceedings of our Mid-Year
Review event held on Tuesday 12th April,
2016.

SUBSIDY REDUCTION
While the Government is attempting to
balance the obligations of its debt portfolio
and stimulate economic growth and social
stability, it has taken another step to reduce
the fuel subsidy. This is a position supported
by AMCHAM T&T, given that the subsidy is
becoming
increasingly
unsustainable.
Moreover, in light of the reduced fuel subsidy
and the announcement that Government
intends to introduce a new pricing regime,
AMCHAM T&T has signaled the need for
consideration of the margins afforded to
petroleum dealers, peddlers, and retailers. In
this heavily price-regulated industry, pricing
structures have been stagnant for over a
decade, without indexing of prices in relation
to inflation or changes in the tax structure
or cost of doing business, which poses a
challenge for businesses within the industry.

TAX EFFICIENCY
Additionally, AMCHAM T&T has long been
advocating for greater efficiency within the
tax system, having outlined some proposals
to achieve such. AMCHAM T&T therefore
commends the start that the Government
has made in improving the functioning of
the BIR, by reducing the statutory timeline
for VAT refunds – a move which is indeed
necessary to prevent delays and improve
the business environment. Furthermore, this
statutory change is welcomed, as long as

the penal provisions against the State for
delays remain unaltered. In the Minister’s
presentation, however, there was no mention
of the Revenue Authority or the timeline within
which the public should expect to see its
operationalisation.

OTHER LEGISLATION TO
WATCH
The following pieces of legislation have been
mentioned as areas on which the Government
will focus in the near term or is focusing at
present:
•

The Remedies of Creditors (Amendment)
Bill, 2016;

•

The Strategic Services Agency
(Amendment) Bill, 2016;

•

The Finance (Variation of Appropriation)
(Financial Year 2016) Bill No. 2, 2016
(expected in May).

7% ONLINE LEVY
Another major concern in the presentation
stems from the proposed imposition of a 7%
levy on the purchase of goods and services
online from a retailer based overseas and
not subject to taxes locally, which will be
implemented from September 2016. It is
no surprise that many people use Internet
shopping from overseas retailers because of its
convenience, lower prices, and the increased
product/service options available to the
consumer. Additionally, AMCHAM T&T believes
that this measure should be reconsidered
given that:
1.

The revenue to be generated may not
be significant enough to counterweigh
the cost of imposition. While the Minister
intends to generate approximately
TT$300 million from this measure, with
the noble desire to utilise the revenue
to operationalise hospital projects and
support the health care system, these
allocations are not guaranteed.

2.

Between April and September 2016,
persons may, in anticipation of the
measure, increase purchases in the
short term putting further strain on the
availability of foreign currency.

3.

In the long-term, persons may not amend
their purchasing habits to stem the
outflow of currency or to the benefit of
local suppliers.

Improved tax collection is also a necessity
and addressing leakages in the system may
be more prudent than adding new taxes.
Nonetheless, AMCHAM T&T stands ready and
willing to assist the Government in rationalising
the above-mentioned proposals, and to host
dialogue with the Government and other
stakeholders on these issues.

Near-term:
•

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act;

•

Companies Act;

•

Retrenchment and Severance Benefits
Act;

•

Industrial Relations Act.

In addition, the Attorney General has noted
that a number of pieces of legislation will
be amended or introduced stemming from
the Prison Reform Consultation and aimed at
increasing the efficiency of the justice system.

UPDATE: WHISTLEBLOWER
PROTECTION BILL, 2015
The Joint Select Committee (JSC)
considering the Whistleblower Protection Bill
has requested an extension to complete its
work and to submit a final report to Parliament
by April 29th, 2016. During this time, the JSC
will continue its work with Dr. Derrick McKoy,
Dean of the Faculty of Law at the Mona
Campus, UWI, and former Contractor General
of Jamaica; and will continue its assessment of
the submissions received from stakeholders,
including AMCHAM T&T’s which can be found
at http://www.amchamtt.com/amcham-ttstatement-of-proposals-comments-on-thewhistleblower-protection-act-2015/
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The Road Ahead

SURVIVAL GUIDE 2016
Challenges Faced By Sales and Marketing Leaders
Written by Brevard Nelson
marketing managers are to succeed in
2016, they must realise that they cannot
continue to tackle this task alone. To win
at this game, they’ll need to develop an
integrated strategy where both teams
decide on their definition of a high quality
lead. Marketing will attract the leads,
after which they are both responsible for
nurturing before sales closes the deal.

2015 was a challenging year for many
Caribbean brands. The biggest hurdle
was figuring out who our customers
really were and how to reach and engage
them.
Our Digital Habits and Practices Study
2014/2015 underscored just how much our
customers had evolved and shared useful
insights on how to adjust marketing strategies
to treat with this new audience.
In Trinidad and Tobago, for example, 44%
of consumers surveyed indicated they spent
more than 11 hours online per week, with over
33% engaging with brands via social media.
Digital media consumption data like this
paints a clearer picture of today’s connected
consumer. Our customers have changed from
offline brand engagement, interaction and
sales, to incorporate more online channels
that can offer the same experience. Treating
with the Hyper Connected Consumer was just
one challenge local brands faced in 2015. Let’s
look at other stumbling blocks on the road to
success in 2015.

2015 ROADBLOCKS TO
MARKETING AND SALES
SUCCESS
1. Siloed approach to sales and marketing
– marketing and sales leaders continued
to believe that they could reach their
targets without active collaboration and the
formulation of a consolidated strategy.
2. Lack of investment in customer service
solutions – a large number of Caribbean
businesses failed to invest in solutions
that could improve their customer service
delivery or the overall brand experience
of their customers even though 76% of
consumers say they view customer service
as the true test of how much a company
values them.
3. Ineffective lead generation strategies
– a 2015 study by Forbes pointed to lead
generation as the single biggest factor
in improving the overall productivity of
sales reps in the high-velocity inside sales
model. Sales and marketing leaders in
the Caribbean struggled to develop lead
generation strategies that would allow them
to attract large numbers of quality leads.
22

2.

Mobile on the move: Our recent
Digital Habits Study indicates that over
50% of 18-45 year olds own a mobile
phone with access to data. Google’s
change to their search ranking algorithm,
which gives priority to mobile ready
sites (Mobilegeddon), underscores the
importance of making your content
accessible via mobile

3.

Personalisation: With recent changes to
the web and mobile experience and the
shift in media consumption patterns of
our customers, it has become extremely
easy for marketers to obtain data that
tells them who receives what content,
where they get it and what they do
with it. Marketers will be expected to
tailor their messaging and experiences
to better match what their customers
expect – relevance.

THE DIGITAL IMPERATIVE
The World Bank has predicted a slow postrecession recovery for the Caribbean and Latin
American markets. For companies with the
capacity to tackle external markets, this may
prove a welcome opportunity. Businesses
hoping to score successes in international
markets must be cognizant of the evolved
buyer personas they will more than likely be
approaching through their sales and marketing
efforts.
Sales targets in markets we’ve got in our
sight are more than likely tech savvy folks
who fall into the 61% of global Internet users
who research products online (“Interconnected
World: Shopping and Personal Finance”).
If you’re not gaining some digital ground
for your business and ensuring that you are
showing up in those searches, it is highly
unlikely that you’ll be celebrating sales wins
any time soon. If we’re struggling to unlock
the right tools to reach and engage our local,
connected consumers, we have got to start
seriously investing in digital solutions in order
to target prospects in more advanced markets
where digital is almost second nature.

TIPS FOR SURVIVAL
With help from our clients, our own market
observations, as well as research and data from
our recent Digital Habits and Practices study,
our team compiled the top 10 digital sales and
marketing trends that will propel Caribbean
businesses to success in 2016. We’ll share 3 of
them with you:
1.

Sales and Marketing Integration and
effective Lead Generation: If sales and
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Visit caribbeanideas.com/
amchamtt, where you will find
a wealth of resources that will allow
you to build your own Caribbean
business survival kit.
We’ve made it easy for you to access
the other seven digital sales and
marketing trends that are relevant
to your business, but we’ve also
compiled a collection of sales and
marketing tips to help you survive
and thrive in 2016.
Brevard Nelson is the CEO of Caribbean Ideas.

AMCHAM T&T

NATIONAL TRIPARTITE COUNCIL

T

he American Chamber of Commerce of Trinidad and
Tobago is pleased with the appointment of Nirad Tewarie
to be part of the National Tripartite Advisory Council
(NTAC) as a representative of AMCHAM T&T.

The council, which was sworn in on Tuesday 15th March, 2016,
by the Honourable Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago, is an avenue
to facilitate additional dialogue and involve critical sectors of the national
community in the Government's decision-making process.
The Mission of NTAC is to give effect to commitments, as articulated in
the Official Policy Framework of the Government of Trinidad and Tobago,
with regard to facilitating tripartite engagement, dialogue and consultation
and to promote consensus building and democratic involvement among
key stakeholders on national development issues.

THE TERMS OF REFERENCE OF NTAC SHALL
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
1.

Oversight of Implementation of Government policy as enshrined in
Vision 2030.

2.

Identification and review of Sustainable National Development Goals.

3.

Development of a culture of Innovation, Invention and use of Initiative.

4.

Enhancement of the level of productivity in all sectors of national
endeavour.

5.

Development of a national campaign on productivity and proper work
ethics.

6.

Creation of additional job opportunities.

7.

Maximisation of the use of Science and Technology.

8.

Focus on the needs of the poor, the socially displaced and the most
vulnerable in our society.

9.

The maintenance of industrial peace and harmony nationwide.

NTAC includes six (6) members each from the Private Sector and the
Labour Movement, six (6) from the Government and one (1) from the
Tobago House of Assembly. These are as follows:

GOVERNMENT:
•

Minister of Planning and Development, Chairperson of NTAC, the
Honourable Camille Robinson-Regis

•

Minister of Finance, the Honourable Colm Imbert

•

Minister of Labour and Small Enterprise Development, Senator the
Honourable Jennifer Baptiste-Primus

•

Minister of Education, the Honourable Anthony Garcia

•

Minister of Social Development and Family Services, the Honourable
Cherrie-Ann Crichlow-Cockburn

•

Secretary of Settlements and Labour, Tobago House of Assembly,
Councillor Deon Isaac

•

Chairman, Economic Advisory Board, Dr. Terrence Farrell

•

The Private Sector:
• CEO, American Chamber of Commerce of Trinidad and Tobago, Mr.
Nirad Tewarie
• Chairperson, Employers’ Consultative Association, Ms. Suzetta Ali

NIRAD TEWARIE (RIGHT) RECEIVES HIS INSTRUMENTS
OF APPOINTMENT FROM PRIME MINISTER DR. KEITH
ROWLEY (LEFT)

• CEO, The Trinidad and Tobago Chamber of Industry and
Commerce, Ms. Catherine Kumar
• President, The Tobago Division of the Trinidad and Tobago
Chamber of Industry and Commerce, Mr. Selby Leslie
• CEO, Trinidad and Tobago Manufacturers’ Association,
Dr. Mahindra Ramesh Ramdeen
• President and CEO, The Energy Chamber of Trinidad and
Tobago, Dr. Thackwray Driver

TRADE UNIONS
•

The Joint Trade Union Movement (JTUM)

•

President, Steel Workers Union of Trinidad and Tobago (SWUTT),
Mr. Christopher Henry

•

President, Banking, Insurance and General Workers Union
(BIGWU), Mr. Vincent Cabrera

THE NATIONAL TRADE UNION CENTRE
(NATUC)
•

President, Mr. James Lambert

•

General Secretary, Mr. Michael Annisette

THE FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT TRADE
UNIONS (FITUN)
•

Secretary General, Communication Workers’ Union (CWU), Mr.
Joseph Remy

•

First Vice President, Oilfields Workers’ Trade Union (OWTU), Mr.
Carlton Gibson
AMCHAM T&T LINKAGE Edition 1 / 2016
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AMCHAM T&T

REFORMING THE INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS SYSTEM –
A JOINT CHAMBER INITIATIVE

Teresa White, Group HR Director & Sector Head Media ANSA McAL and Chairman Joint Chamber Industrial Relations
Committee; Dr. Thackwray Driver, The Energy Chamber of Trinidad and Tobago & Nirad Tewarie, CEO AMCHAM T&T

The Joint Position
on Reforming the
Industrial Relations
System:
• AMCHAM T&T
• Energy Chamber
• TT Chamber
• TTCSI
• TTMA

T

he Government of Trinidad and
Tobago’s
stated
industrial
relations policy is “to foster and
develop a peaceful, competitive
and
productive
industrial
relations climate”
The business community fully supports this
policy objective and recognises that achieving
this objective is vital for the social and economic
development of Trinidad and Tobago.
For the much needed diversification of
our economy to take place, we must have
competitive, export driven companies that
are able to sell goods and services beyond
our borders. If we are going to be globally
competitive, we need to reverse the current
trend in declining productivity.
As the
Honourable Prime Minister stated in his address
at the inauguration ceremony of the National
Tripartite Advisory Council on the 16th March
2016, boosting productivity must be our
preeminent objective
Two of the most important elements
needed to increase productivity are a dynamic
labour market and a supportive industrial
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relations environment. We need an industrial
relations system that promotes flexibility
and open dialogue between employers and
employees, rather than a system that just
protects entrenched interests.
The reality is that the existing industrial
relations system and climate will not lead to
sustainable jobs, job security, or competitiveness
for our people and our country. We therefore
need a new industrial relations system.
In accordance with our international
commitments to the International Labour
Organisation (ILO), the new industrial relations
system must provide effective protection for
employees, whilst simultaneously creating
space for employers to deliver the growth
that will ultimately lead to more jobs and an
expanded economy.
The labour movement has played an
essential role in our socio-economic history and
the importance of trade unions in improving
the lives of our citizens is beyond doubt.
However, as the global economy changes, and
the very nature of work evolves through the
advent of new technology and processes, new

kinds of leadership and different stakeholder
collaboration are required Within this climate,
trade unions must partner with employers in
improving the competency of the workforce
and the level of productivity in the workplace
Additionally, unions must support employers
in ensuring ethical work practices, aligned
to global standards, in areas such as safety,
occupational health and employee welfare.
Citizens of Trinidad and Tobago are today
demanding transparency and accountability
from all stakeholders, including employers,
unions, courts and all other institutions. The
industrial relations framework must provide
that transparency and accountability if we are
to have a system that is trusted by our citizens
and which meets their needs. All stakeholders
must be held accountable for their actions.
The existing Industrial Relations Act has
served its purpose. The economic and social
environment has changed since its introduction
in 1972 and legislation must therefore evolve
to meet changing local and international
conditions.

LEGISLATION TO PROTECT
EMPLOYEE RIGHTS
Trinidad and Tobago needs industrial
relations legislation that is rights-based,
balancing employee rights with employee
obligations. The legislation must ensure
justice and fair employment practices for all

employees. It should comply with the ILO
conventions to which Trinidad and Tobago
is a signatory. Furthermore, the industrial
relations legislation must be beneficial to both
the overall national interest and to individual
employees. The basic premise of our industrial
relations legislation must be that every
employee must have unfettered access to the
law and the freedom to associate as he/she
sees fit, including the right to represent him/
herself.
Under the current Industrial Relations Act,
employees in Trinidad and Tobago do not have
full employment rights. Employees lack:
•

The right to freedom of association,

•

The right of individual access to the
Industrial Court, and

•

The right to determine individual
terms and conditions of employment.

Amendments to the Industrial Relations
Act must address these omissions and ensure
alignment with the existing international
conventions to which Trinidad and Tobago is a
signatory. Our Industrial Relations Act must be
rights-based and address ethical issues within
employment relationships.
Amendments
to the Industrial Relations Act must take
cognizance of the fact that many nonunionised businesses already provide a fair and
equitable work environment for employees.
Employees in such businesses should have
the ability to access employment rights and

remedies without having to join a trade union.
The industrial relations legislation must offer
protection to all employees – unionised and
non-unionised.

THE REFORM PROCESS
Reform of the current industrial relations
framework will only be successful if it is achieved
through a consultative approach involving all
business associations, labour organisations and
other civil society groups. All voices must
be heard and respected. The reform process
should be wide reaching and include all of the
enabling institutions and agencies. It must be
transparent and fair in addressing the interests
of all stakeholders.
The government has made a positive start to
reforming the current industrial relations system
through the consultative process established by
the Minister of Labour and the establishment
of the National Tripartite Advisory Council.
The business community is fully committed to
playing an active role in this process.
The interdependence of business and labour
becomes more obvious in tough economic
times.
Employment security depends on
business survival and business survival depends
on the ability to be competitive and dynamic. If
we are going to preserve jobs through the current
economic downturn, we need a collaborative
and cooperative approach amongst business,
labour, civil society and government.
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ACROSS THE SPECTRUM
Written by Darren Winchester

A

MCHAM T&T believes that there
must be adequate support for
business activity at all levels
within our economy. It is in this
vein that AMCHAM T&T
partnered with the Youth Training
Employment Partnership Programme
(YTEPP) for its annual Financial Seminar
entitled
“Empowerment
through
Entrepreneurship for a Sustainable
Future”, held on 12th March 2016.
The capacity-building seminar was targeted
to trainees across YTEPP community and
featured an array of speakers involved in
entrepreneurship. YTEPP is responsible for the
entrepreneurial training development of over
1,000 individuals annually. Upon completion
of their micro-entrepreneurship courses, some
participants move on to begin their own
businesses, making YTEPP one of the largest
contributors to small business development in
Trinidad and Tobago.
MR. CHRISTO CAVE, DIRECTOR
EDSS YTEPP AND MS. MORISSA
SINGH, CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER OF DEBT RECOVERY
& ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES,
FORMER MEMBER OF AMCHAM
T&T’S BUSINESS INCUBATOR SUBCOMMITTEE.

As part of an ongoing partnership, AMCHAM
T&T representative Morissa Singh delivered the
first of a series of motivating and insightful
addresses to trainees. Ms. Singh relayed the
many challenges of entrepreneurship, the
foremost being developing and building a
business from ground zero. Her emphasis
centered on the role of leadership, personal

AMCHAM T&T’s
Partnership With
YTEPP
branding, communication and interpersonal
skills, as well as the importance of the ability
to plan. She showcased the importance
of confidence, being a bold person and
developing management skills when taking
up the challenge of entrepreneurship. Going
forward in the face of adversity and the
unwelcome chill of a “NO” or “it has not been
done” is vital as entrepreneurship is about
standing and exploring new ground. Someone
once remarked, “Ma’am, but I told you, you
can’t.” Her reply to this was “Those are your
words and I am saying that I can.”
Trainees were energised and will
unquestionably count her as a definitive
inspiration on their journey from business
idea to commencement and success. Her
anecdotes and personal testament were an
inspiring and uplifting presentation in another
landmark business seminar.

S

he closed with these poignant words
of advice: “The key ingredient is
persistence. Limits are only in your
mind,
your
potential,
your
opportunities, are limitless. People
normally tell you “NO” when they themselves
cannot do it. Believe in you dream. Make it a
reality. Understand that once the seed is
planted it must grow. There is nothing
preventing you. Stop waiting. Start now.”
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DON’T BE AFRAID OF
COMMITMENT
Written by Elka Scheker
Mendoza, Dominican
lawyer and trade specialist
responsible for drafting the
Specific Commitment under
DR-CAFTA

L

aw 173 of 1966 protects the rights of
agents and distributors of foreign
goods in the event of unjustified
contract termination. In addition, it
establishes a mandatory preliminary
reconciliation between the parties and gives
exclusive competence to Dominican courts
to settle any controversy. Furthermore, since
the law possesses a public order statute, it
may override what private contracts decree.

28

The Truth About Law
173 In The Dominican
Republic

Although the law does not protect
inefficient distributors, given the subjective
nature of the assessment and the fact
that any conflict has to be reconciled in
Dominican courts, foreign companies often
decide to end the contract and compensate
the distributor according to the law. This
practice has prevented the development of
precedent on this subject matter and has
created the myth that Law 173 is impossible
to overcome and an extraordinary obstacle
to conducting business in the Dominican
Republic. However, this is not the case.
First, it is self evident, by looking at the
extraordinary growth and development of
the Dominican Republic and the presence of
every major international brand, that there
is a good and quite profitable environment
in that country for the distribution of
goods and services. Second, Law 173 and
its contract protection only apply if the
distribution contract is registered at the
Central Bank of the Dominican Republic.
Otherwise, the law does not apply and the
relationships are governed by the provisions
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of the contract between the parties. This
was ratified by the Constitutional Court of
the Dominican Republic in 2013.
Third, in the CARICOM-DR Free Trade
Agreement signed in 1999, an exception
to Law 173, which requires the expressed
consent of the parties in order to register
a contract, was included. This is similar
to the CAFTA-DR specific commitment
(Annex 11.13) which limits the extent and
application of Law 173 to contracts that
expressly indicate their willingness to be
protected by this law.
Nowadays, the Central Bank is extremely
cautious in granting registration of contracts
to commercial distributors. It is necessary to
have a clause that indicates that the contract
is subject to Law 173, and this clause is
very difficult to establish. In the Dominican
Republic, the terms of the contract will
prevail provided that the parties negotiate
a sound agreement and have the proper
guidance and counsel in order to dispel the
fears of the past.

PENETRATE
Seeking New Trade Markets in the Dominican Republic &
Haiti – AMCHAM T&T’s 2016 Trade Mission

GDP GROWTH 2013-2015
Country

A

MCHAM T&T has repositioned
itself as “The Pathway to the
Americas” – a strategic decision
to give the organisation a more
focused approach in assisting its
membership whilst contributing to the
growth and prosperity of our local
economy. Through this strategic
alignment, one of AMCHAM T&T’s
strategic pillars is facilitating the growth
of Trinidad and Tobago’s exports.
AMCHAM T&T understands the significant
and long lasting impact the financial crisis
has had on our Caribbean economies. Even
with the improvement in the global economic
environment, the Caribbean economies are
facing some challenging times. At home,
we also have some challenges - the country
is experiencing a recession and Trinidad
and Tobago has been ranked among the
ten economies likely to shrink this year by
The Economist. A report by the magazine’s
Economist Intelligence Unit places this country
9th on the list, just above Greece! Additionally,
according to the economic pundits, we should
expect a decline in the vicinity of 1.5 per
cent. This is no surprise to many of us, as the
economy remains heavily focused on oil and
gas.

2015

2014

2013

Haiti

3.8

3.6

4.3

The Dominican
Republic

5.5

7.3

4.8

One important strategy that companies
can employ during these challenging times
is to look outwards - to look towards markets
that are growing and with which we share
trade compatibility. There has been a shift in
economic power from the traditional markets
of North America and Europe, to the emerging
markets, like Latin America which can provide a
powerhouse of growth for T&T firms.

A

MCHAM T&T strongly believes that
trade missions should be embraced
as powerful tools for the development
of trade relations and as an
opportunity to cultivate new markets
and enhance the economy of Trinidad and
Tobago.

Join the Trade mission
AMCHAM T&T will be embarking on a two-country trade mission
to the Dominican Republic and Haiti, from June 19th to 25th, 2016.
Building on the successes of the Haitian trade mission last year, with
55% of businesses that participated now successfully conducting
business in Haiti through exports and joint ventures, AMCHAM T&T is
seeking to take a mission of no more than 15 T&T companies to the
markets this year.
In preparation for the mission, AMCHAM T&T will host a business
seminar on the opportunities available in Haiti and the Dominican
Republic at which time more detailed information will be distributed.
To be included in this event or to get further information on the
business seminar or the pre-mission, please contact AMCHAM T&T at
622-0340, Ext. 227 or email melissapierre@amchamtt.com.
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The Road Ahead

AGAINST THE TIDE
How To Grow In A Recession - written by Randall Douglas

R

ecession.
Oppor tunity.
Entrepreneurship. These are
three words that are usually not
used in the same sentence.

For seasoned business owners/
managers and the emerging graduate, the
current global and local recession poses a
seemingly complex matrix of choices. In the
following paragraphs, we will sort through
“the matrix” both from the perspective of
the seasoned entrepreneur and for “up and
coming” millennial graduates.

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
There is no doubt that entrepreneurship
has been a key driving force for economic
development through the centuries and
particularly in the last 100 years. While, in the
new millennium, many predicted the demise of
individual entrepreneurs and the dominance of
large firms, the advent of the digital age has, in
fact, enabled single and small entrepreneurs to
prosper in niches or achieve large-scale success.
In the Trinbagonian entrepreneurial landscape,
the global trends of entrepreneurship enabled
by and perfected through the digital domain
are real and present. However, the challenge
for local entrepreneurs is to link these tools
and opportunities to sound business models
and foundations.
30

THE SECTOR PERSPECTIVE
According to the Micro and Small Enterprise
(MSE) Policy for Trinidad and Tobago 2013 –
2016:
“Both developed and developing countries,
micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs)
have been recognised as important engines
of growth and economic re-engineering. In
many developed countries, including the
United States of America, Japan, and Germany,
the contribution of MSMEs to gross domestic
product (GDP) exceeds 50 percent. In
developing countries, the official contribution
of MSMEs to GDP is substantially less. In India,
a developing country, MSMEs contributed
approximately 22 percent to GDP in 2011. In
Trinidad and Tobago, MSMEs are estimated to
contribute nearly 28 percent to GDP, represent
more than 20,000 enterprises, employment
of 200,000 persons and 85 percent of all
registered businesses.”
From this perspective, small business is
critical for a country’s economy, but if we
reverse the perspective, essentially, small
business provides economic opportunity for
the individual. So which pill to take? How does
each individual create opportunity?
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Small business
is critical for a
country’s economy,
but if we reverse
the perspective,
essentially, small
business provides
economic opportunity
for the individual.
So which pill to
take? How does each
individual create
opportunity?

Famous American investor, Warren Buffett, says that
recessions represent the best time to accumulate
wealth: “Be fearful when others are greedy, and
be greedy when others are fearful.”

CREATING OPPORTUNITY
AS A SEASONED BUSINESS
OWNER
How do you create opportunity as a veteran
of the industry, who has been slugging away,
paying your dues and your business now
seems under threat? Phillip Kotler, well-known
marketing guru and author, says:
“When turbulence occurs … you have to see
it as an opportunity for some and danger and
vulnerability for others. Cutting your budget
that creates your sales is a funny thing to do” –
Philip Kotler, Interview on Business Voice.
The answer lies in three key approaches:
1. Manage your costs.
If there is fat in any budget or area, by
all means, trim it. It makes no sense being
aggressive in marketing and sales if your
approach is not efficient.
Action: Ensure that you are able to match
your costs against the revenue it is supposed
to create. This strategy will entail doing followups with customers using a staff member
independent of the company. Eliminate all
costs or activities/approaches that definitively
show no promise.
2. Measure your performance.
So many business people are guilty of not
measuring sales and profit performance in a
detailed way.
Action: Sales and profit performance must be
broken down and analysed in terms of sales/
profit by:
1.

Product type – based on your business:
plastic versus metal, food vs. hardware,
etc.

2.

Route to market - how does the product
get to market, e.g., own sales force or
wholesaler.

3.

Channel – where is the product sold?
Small shop, supermarket, industrial,
caterers, etc.

3. Market your unique selling proposition
using all the tools you can afford.
You must be clear on what makes your
business special, unique. Is it price? Is it quality?
Is it service? Is it location or convenience?
Action: Once you are sure, take the message
in a simple, direct format to your target market
via traditional media, but also using the new
age tools – social media and online presence.

CREATING OPPORTUNITY FOR
NEW GRADUATES
For the millennial, the choice seems more
daunting. For those interested in working for
others, it’s a matter of picking the right job.
For those looking to make their mark as an
entrepreneur, the question is often - where do
I start? Three startup actions are as follows:
1. What do you like doing?
Knowing what you like impacts on how much
effort you will put into it. If the relationship
with your business idea is an opportunistic
one (wow, this “insert idea here” looks like it
will make me tons of money!), many times
the venture fails as the entrepreneur does not
apply the required “elbow grease” during the
formative part of the business. That includes
being detailed with your startup costs and
realistic with your revenue projections by doing
the math and getting real, or close to real,
figures. In a recession, it is tempting to go with
what everyone else is doing to make money;
however, industry saturation is a real threat.
Action: This requires some real soul searching
and honesty. It is also worthwhile to exchange
ideas with peers and mentors who can guide
your thinking and provide honest criticism.

2. Do people want to buy it?
Many times potential entrepreneurs think
that they have a winning product, only to then
conduct a simple market survey that highlights
the weak areas of their ideas. This is particularly
true in a recessionary period, as many people’s
consumption and spending habits change.
Action: Do a simple survey via Facebook,
using an online tool like surveymonkey.com or
Google forms, or even use simple face-to-face
interviews with a physical questionnaire.
3. Understand the difference between
cashflow and profit.
Many would-be entrepreneurs do some
basic math and think that if they “ buy/make
it for $5 and sell it for $10” then they will be
“in the money” for sure. However, in real life,
as the owner of a new business, you have to
put money out for raw materials or stock, first
month’s rental, advertising before the fact, and
the secret cash flow drainer – personal needs.
Also, you may have no choice but to give some
form of credit or sell your products or services
on a trial or consignment basis and therefore
you many not get paid until well after the sale!
Action: Create or fill out a cash flow sheet
(many are available online) and get help if
needed from a mentor or local business service
to fill it out. Make sure you list all the operational
requirements including your monthly personal
expenses as long as the business income is
your only income.
-------Randall Douglas is the CEO of Ingenuity Business
Development specialises in mentoring emerging and
seasoned businesses in business planning, sales and
marketing efforts and digital business approaches. He
has mentored business owners and managers at CARIRI’s
Centre for Enterprise Development, NEDCO’s IBIS
Programme and AMCHAM’s own Business Incubator.
He can be reached at randall.douglas@gmail.com, 2808288, ingenuitybusdev.com or via Facebook or LinkedIn
at Ingenuity Business Development.
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POWER TO THE HARD WORK
AMCHAM T&T’s Service To Its Members
Written by Raffia A Rahaman

I

n late 2000, I joined The American Chamber of Commerce of Trinidad
and Tobago (AMCHAM T&T), on behalf of my company, Rahamut
Enterprises Limited.

My decision to join the Chamber came after much encouragement by the then
Executive Director, Mrs. Lisa Chamely-Aqui. Admittedly, I was skeptical, since I
was of the view that AMCHAM T&T was an advocate for primarily "big businesses” and
would not seek the interests of smaller organisations. Very early in my membership,
I realised how wrong I was as I discovered that AMCHAM T&T is one of the hardest
working private sector business organisations, serving the needs of all its members.

BENEFITS OF BEING A COMMITTEE MEMBER
As a member of the Trade & Investment (T&I) Committee, I was privileged to
work alongside many of our country's preeminent business leaders, economists and
visionaries. I am appreciative of Mr. Nicholas Galt - President/Chief Executive, The
TSL Group; Mr. Hugh Howard Principal, Hugh L. Howard & Associates; and Mr. Jeremy
Matouk - Joint Managing Director, National Canners Limited who were some of my
colleagues on the T&I Committee, and who provided much support and mentorship
during my tenure on the Committee As I look back, I am honoured to have served
with three AMCHAM T&T Presidents: Mr. Nicholas Galt (2004-2006), Mr. Hugh Howard
(2012-2015), and sitting president, Mr. Ravi Suryadevara, Chief Executive Officer,
Trinidad Valve & Fitting Company Limited and to have observed many other members
be elected to the Board of Directors as the future leadership
The T&I Committee's pioneering initiatives, including the Annual National Youth
and Productivity Forum which targeted young people, were launched during my
tenure and championed by Mr. Jeremy Matouk. This initiative demonstrated the
committee’s drive and passion to make a real and meaningful difference for the
Chamber’s members as well as the wider society in which we all live. In fact, it is this
basic belief that motivated my company to remain a member of AMCHAM T&T after
I resigned from T&I many years ago.

CONCRETE ASSISTANCE BY THE CHAMBER
The Chamber’s willingness to serve its members proved invaluable, as early in
2016 my company found itself needing AMCHAM T&T's assistance. Drawing on my
network from my years on the T&I Committee, I felt comfortable to reach out to Mr.
Ravi Suryadevara who was happy to hear from me after so many years. While, initially,
I was a bit tentative in discussing the matter, he made me feel at ease, reminded
me of AMCHAM's mission and quickly agreed to set up a meeting to further discuss
the issues with the Chief Executive Officer of AMCHAM T&T, a promise that was
quickly delivered on. I am confident that AMCHAM T&T is prepared to have open
and meaningful dialogue with all its members and will advocate on behalf of its
membership.
Additionally, it is evident from my experience that it is a member's responsibility
to bring issues to AMCHAM T&T's attention as it is only with this knowledge that the
organisation can be an advocate for change.
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The strength of AMCHAM
T&T lies in its ability to
groom future leaders to
sustain the organisation in
the years ahead. Should
your conditions change and
time becomes available, it
will be a most worthwhile
investment.

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
MEMBERSHIP
As a member of AMCHAM T&T, now some fifteen
years later, my advice to member companies who do not
currently have individuals serving on any of the Chamber’s
seven committees is to visit AMCHAM T&T and meet with
Mr. Nirad Tewarie and the team at the Secretariat. Take the
time to introduce yourself, your company and learn how
you may get involved. Even if you are not able to actively
participate at present, the simple introduction may make
it easy for you to reach out, if like me, you find yourself in
need of assistance. Furthermore, the strength of AMCHAM
T&T lies in its ability to groom future leaders to sustain the
organisation in the years ahead. Should your conditions
change and time becomes available, it will be a most
worthwhile investment.
The AMCHAM T&T network is strong and you truly get
out of your membership what you are prepared to put in.
I am proud to continue my company's involvement with
AMCHAM T&T and believe that it remains the preeminent
private sector business organisation in the country
delivering on its mission to serve the needs and represent
the interests of its members.
-----------Ms. Raffia A. Rahaman is the Managing Director of Rahamut
Enterprises Limited, a member of the Rahamut Group of Companies,
whose principal operations include the marketing and distribution
of refined petroleum products, lubricants and greases, coolants and
environmental and safety products.
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FOCUS ON THE ARTS

PURSUING PASSION
AMCHAM T&T Employee Wins Literature Prize

I

n this issue of Focus on the Arts, we
are pleased to highlight the work
of AMCHAM T&T’s very own
Breanne Mc Ivor as we celebrate
her success on winning The
Caribbean Writer’s 2015 Davis Hough
Literary Prize, with her short story
‘Bonnie and Kristoff’.
For Breanne, this prize is truly an honour.
“The Caribbean Writer has previously published
a slew of brilliant writers and it was an honour
just to be published. I couldn’t believe that I
was nominated for the prize and, naturally,
I was very proud and happy to win,” she
explains.
Breanne, like many of us, pursues her
“passion” outside the hours of her 9-5 job. She
says that this passion for writing blossomed
at a young age, adding that she was inspired
further after her poem was published in the
Trinidad Guardian newspaper when she was
eight years old.
No stranger to accolades, after graduating
from St. Joseph’s Convent, Port-of-Spain,
Breanne won a National Scholarship in Modern
Studies. She would then go on to earn her

first and second degrees at the universities of
Cambridge and Edinburgh respectively.
Breanne draws inspiration from a multitude
of sources as she believes that there is a
“story in every nook of Caribbean life” and
our complex and cosmopolitan lifestyle offers
much fodder for storytelling. “If I talk to a
friend, go to a fete or buy doubles on a Sunday
morning I can find a story there,” she explains.
She fondly credits her drive and enthusiasm
to what she calls a “generous and tightknit community of artists and friends” who
consistently offer encouragement.
Her
favourite Caribbean authors are the greats like
V.S. Naipaul and Edwidge Danticat; and she is
also very inspired by her writer-friends: Caroline
de Verteuil, Andre Bagoo and her brother
Brandon Mc Ivor. Her non-Caribbean favourites
are Lord Byron, whom she refers to as “a long
time love”, J. M. Coetzee and Alice Munro.
Breanne Mc Ivor also co-founded the
People’s Republic of Writing (PROW), a populist
group created out of the belief that writing
belongs to everyone. Her work has appeared
in The Caribbean Writer, Origami Journal,
The Corvus Review, Rock Bottom Journal and
elsewhere.

Breanne Mc Ivor
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About the Prize
The David Hough Literacy Prize is an annual prize,
awarded to an author residing in the Caribbean by The
Caribbean Writer (TCW). The TCW is an international,
refereed, literary journal with a Caribbean focus, founded
in 1986 and published annually by the University of the
Virgin Islands.
The TCW’s mission is to publish quality writing by
established writers that reflects the culture of the
Caribbean; promote and foster a strong literary tradition;
and serve as an institute for the development of emerging
writers.
The Caribbean Writer’s Advisory Editorial Board is
comprised of internationally recognised writers; namely,
Derek Walcott, Nobel Prize for Literature (1992); Kamau
Brathwaite, Griffin Poetry Prize (2006), Casa de las
Americas Prize (1976), and Frost Medal Award for
distinguished lifetime achievement in poetry (2015);
Edwidge Danticat, MacArthur Genius Award (2009);
George Lamming, Annisfield-Wolf, 2014 Lifetime
Achievement Award; Caryl Phillips; Earl Lovelace;
Merle Hodge; Alwin Bully; Laurence Lieberman;
Lorna Goodison, who has won numerous awards for
her writing in both poetry and prose, including the
Commonwealth Poetry Prize, the Musgrave Gold Medal
from Jamaica, and one of Canada’s largest literary prizes,
the British Columbia National Award for Canadian NonFiction for From Harvey River: A Memoir of My Mother
and Her People (2007); Olive Senior, OCM Bocas Prize
for Literature (2015); Tiphanie Yanique; and David
Edgecombe.
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FOCUS ON THE ARTS

THE POWER
OF OUR
VOICES
The Trinidad and Tobago
Young Voices Choir 2016

I

My eyes moved in slow motion from one
end of the venue to the other and everything
seemed to be quiet. My brain must have
needed to separate the vision from the sound
because in reality, it was anything but quiet.

Kingdom. It is now the largest, most exciting
children’s choir concert series in the world
and has introduced over 1 million children
to a diverse selection of music and unique
performance opportunities where every child
who participates in the programme gets the
chance perform with 5-8000 other children as
one huge choir alongside their favourite stars,
in front of audience of 10 - 15000 people, in
the world’s most famous venues including The
Royal Albert Hall.

The sight alone took my breath away: the
Grand Stand, bursting at the seams with 4000
beautiful primary school children from every
creed, race, and corner of our multicultural
twin islands. They had travelled over land and
sea to form the Trinidad and Tobago Young
Voices Choir: to sing together at the Queens
Park Savannah alongside local and international
talent, including winner of America’s hit show
THE VOICE - Tessanne Chin. It took nerves
of steel to stay dry eyed. Once I composed
myself, my ears became ready and suddenly a
giant Maracas wave of sound hit me as 4000
children belted out a Lion King medley........

esearch shows that the beneﬁts to
learning music include improvement
in academic achievements (literacy,
numeracy, language) and an
improvement in behaviour and social
skills. The beneﬁts of being in a choir are also
well-documented: it promotes the ability to
work in a team, bolsters self-esteem and even
contributes to health by regulating breathing,
reducing heart rate and stress levels. Being in
the largest choir in the Caribbean for our
children is simply life changing. If you’re
thinking “sounds nice but not necessary”, hear
me out.

“Hakuna Matata! What a wonderful phrase
Hakuna Matata! Ain't no passing craze
It means no worries for the rest of your days
It's our problem-free philosophy
Hakuna Matata!”

We put maximum emphasis on mastering
Mathematics and English as a measure of a
child’s present and future success. Considering
we do not all have the same aptitude or
opportunities, what about our children who
struggle to keep up, how do we level off the
playing ﬁeld? What about the young men
who slip through the net and end up in a life
of crime?

glanced at my watch on a perfectly
sunny Saturday afternoon in May
2015 and realised I had just enough
time to soak up the atmosphere
before appearing on stage.

As the host of Young Voices UK for the past
11 years, nothing could have prepared me for
witnessing it in Trinidad & Tobago. Never before
had there been such an expression of unity
in diversity in the Caribbean where children
and singing are concerned and Trinidad and
Tobago Young Voices (T&TYV) made history
that day.

THE STORY OF YOUNG VOICES
Twenty years ago impresario David Lewis
created Young Voices (YV) in the United

R

T&T YOUNG VOICES
A programme like T&TYV is both educational
and an enriching creative activity. The rigors of
preparing for this type of live performance
can contribute to the personiﬁcation of the
watchwords of our nation: Discipline, Tolerance,
Production.

There are approximately 129,000 primary
school children in T&T and so Trinidad &
Tobago Young Voices should not be a one hit
wonder but a sustainable programme with
year on year growth.
Registration opened in September 2015
and we have 3000 children already rehearsing
for their debut in the T&TYV 2016 choir.
A programme of this scale, curated and
produced at international standards requires
deep commitment from all parties involved.
Heartfelt thanks to Young Voices UK who
funded all of the concert production in 2015
and to a carefully chosen dream team of
talented T&T individuals and organisations who
helped bring it to life.

I

n 2016 the success of T&TYV will need to
rely on Caribbean based businesses and
organisations to make an investment into
this nation building initiative for our
children. Given the current economic
climate I can understand if you’re raising an
eyebrow while thinking "easier said than done"
but I know at some point in life you’ve hummed
the words to 'Greatest Love'.
“I believe the children are our future teach
them well and let them lead the way. Show
them all the beauty they possess inside, give
them a sense of pride, to make it easier. Let
the children’s laughter remind us how we used
to be”.
What primary school did you go to? I ask
because it reminds you how you used to be:
you were once the future and look at you now.
In these times of uncertainty we need to invest
in our future before it’s too late. An investment
in our children at this precise time will bring
the biggest return for all of us in the long term

By Gigi MORLEY, Event Director, T&T Young Voices
Email: gigi@youngvoices.co.uk
Website: www.youngvoices.co.uk
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LEADING THE CHARGE
Highlights from AMCHAM T&T’s
Women’s Leadership Seminar

T

he American Chamber of Commerce of
Trinidad & Tobago hosted its annual
Women’s Leadership Seminar on 11th
March, 2016 at the Hyatt Regency Trinidad.

The seminar, a staple on the AMCHAM T&T
calendar, seeks to highlight and celebrate the social,
economic, cultural and political achievement of women.
It also provides an environment for engaging discussion
on the barriers to gender equality that exists in business
and society.
This year, Congresswoman Stacey Plaskett, who
represents the large district of the U.S. Virgin Islands in
the United States House of Representatives, delivered the
keynote address and President of the Senate, Christine
Kangaloo, delivered the feature address. Both women
highlighted the challenges that women faced in political
life and shared personal anecdotes with the audience.
Other female speakers included: Rani LakhanNarace, Executive Chairman of TRINRE; Susanne Bohnet
International Film Producer & CEO, Serafini Pictures; and
Tamara Montgomery, Associate Administrator – Office
of Entrepreneurial Development, US Small Business
Administration (US SBA).

Keynote Speaker Congresswoman Stacey Plaskett
(Representative for the US Virgin Islands in the United
States House of Representatives)

With this year’s theme #Pledge For Parity, AMCHAM
T&T recognised that true parity cannot exist unless
men are included in the discussion. As a result, for the
first time there was an all-male panel discussion, with
some of the top male executives in the country. These
were Ravi Suryadevara, President AMCHAM T&T; Norman
Christie, Regional President, bpTT and Joseph Esau,
Group Chairman Agostini’s Limited.

“Prosperity will not come to us
as a country, as a people in the
Caribbean, if we do not critically
and decisively address these
issues of gender equality.”
Congresswoman
Stacey Plaskett
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THANK YOU NYPF SPONSORS
& PARTNERS
Diversity…Inclusion…Towards a More
Productive Trinidad and Tobago
PLATINUM SPONSORS:

A

ccording to Richard Florida,
“Stuck in old paradigms of
economic development, cities
struggled in the 1980s and 1990s
to become the next “Silicone
Somewhere”…Yet they lost members of
the creative class, and their economic
dynamism, to places more tolerant,
diverse and open to creativity.

BRONZE SPONSORS:

This year the schools discussed the topic
"Diversity and Inclusion". The winners were:
• St. Joseph’s Convent, Port of Spain
(Government perspective)
• Cowen Hamilton Secondary School (Civil
Society)
• Queen’s Royal College (Business)
• Woodbrook Secondary School
Presentation College also won the Project
component, for their innovative project and
they would form part of the AMCHAM T&T
Business Incubator, as AMCHAM T&T seeks to
help the students expand their company.
AMCHAM T&T thanks its platinum sponsorsFirst Citizens and EZone/ECouriers as well as our
partners- UTT, Massy Technology InfoComm,
YTEPP and UNESCO, as well as our other
sponsors.

OTHER SPONSORS:

PARTNERS:
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Scenes to remember
from the National
Youth Productivity
Forum 2016
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THE SECURITY COMMITTEE

Members of the Security Committee: Samuel Grant, Erwin Harris (Vice
Chair), Sherwin Forte, and Glenford Codrington receiving their training
certificates at the Cyber Security Workshop on Day 2 of the 2015
Annual HSEE Conference and Exhibition. The Security Committee was
instrumental in developing the Security themes and topics for the
Security track of the HSSE Conference including this session facilitated
by the Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
The long-term goals of the Security Committee are to:
• Promote security cooperation and timely exchange of security
information amongst AMCHAM T&T members, security and law
enforcement agencies and other stakeholders.
• Facilitate a dynamic exchange of information to assist AMCHAM T&T
members with design and implementation of corporate programmes
to protect assets in an increasingly competitive global economy.

Security Committee Chair:
Mr. Glenford Codrington - REPSOL
Security Committee Vice-Chair:
Mr. Aaron Persad - First Citizens
Security Committee Co-Vice-Chair:
Erwin Harris - TSTT

• Promote the establishment of a safe and secure environment that
would facilitate foreign direct investment into Trinidad and Tobago.
The Committee had a productive year 2015, and members were
able to contribute to:
• Planning the Security tract of the 19th Annual Health, Safety, Security
and Environment Conference;
• The review of the Guidelines for Contracting Private Security
Contractors;
• The strategy for the development of Guidelines for the Private
Security Industry; and
• Commencement of work on Cyber Security Guidelines, among other
things.
Some initiatives that the committee has planned for 2016 are
to:
• Ensure increased participation in stakeholder workshops/events;
• Continue work on Cyber Security Guidelines;
• Continue work on the development of Guidelines for the Private
Security Industry; and
• Establish Committee outreach and visibility activities.
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(L-R)- Cameron Mitchell (Scotiabank); Glenford Codrington (Chair)
(Repsol); Colin Harris (Phoenix Park Gas Processors Limited); Right Aaron Persad (Vice Chair) (First Citizens); James Devers (G4S Secure
Solutions (Trinidad) Ltd). Also in photo is Aurelia Bruce, Secretariat
Officer responsible for the Security Committee.

AMCHAM ON THE INSIDE
AS "YOUR PATHWAY TO THE AMERICAS",
SOME OF AMCHAM T&T’S SERVICES ARE LISTED BELOW.
DID YOU KNOW?
Our strong mix of formidable local and
international member companies, strong
networking links, close association with the
U.S. Embassy and alliances with the Association
of American Chambers of Commerce in
Latin America and The Caribbean (AACCLA)
all ensure rapid access to what you need
to compete effectively both in local and
overseas markets. We can therefore secure
for members strategic information on doing
business in a particular country as well as
set up introductions to the right business
organisations or companies in the U.S. and
throughout the western hemisphere.

AMCHAM T&T U.S. BUSINESS
VISA FACILITATION
You are eligible to use this facility for
renewal of visas from the U.S. Embassy for
business. In addition, when the automated visa
appointment services areas are ‘backlogged’,
AMCHAM T&T may facilitate expedited visa
appointments for business travel and training
for company personnel. This is available at no
cost to the employees of member companies.

AMCHAM T&T
INTRODUCTIONS
You may already be in contact with a
company with whom you would like to do
business or make an alliance. AMCHAM T&T
will send a letter of introduction for member
companies, which will include details such as
the length of time your company has been a
member of AMCHAM T&T and your company’s
involvement with Chamber activities etc.
AMCHAM T&T will encourage the setting up of
a meeting for you to promote your products
and services, but will not endorse an individual
company product or service, as we represent
several competing companies in any one
industry.

ONE-ON-ONE APPOINTMENTS
Through our local and international
connections as well as the international
AMCHAM network, AMCHAM T&T can arrange
one-on-one appointments for companies who
are seeking to expand their business in Trinidad
and Tobago and the Americas.

ACCESS TO AMCHAM T&T
MEMBERSHIP DATABASE

AMCHAM T&T ORGANSING
YOUR EVENT

Listed AMCHAM T&T executives may request
at any time from AMCHAM T&T the most
updated version of our membership database
highlighting companies’ names, addresses
and executives’ contact information. An excel
version is also available.

(Event must be trade or business-related)
AMCHAM T&T can arrange the logistics of
your event, all arrangements including sending
out invitations via email or otherwise, and
special invitation to ministers / diplomatic
corps, following up for responses, coordination
of logistics at venue before and after function.

AMCHAM T&T EXECUTIVE
INFO SESSION
Launching a new product or service?
AMCHAM T&T’s InfoSessions are an excellent
way of niche marketing to the decision makers
of our 297 member companies, as well as to
the wider business community. AMCHAM T&T
will be responsible for sending out notices of
the session to our members and the wider
business community, registration, organising
the room and refreshments as well as any
other administrative duties that may arise.

EVENT EMAIL MAILOUT
SERVICE (EEMS)
EEMS is an email service which gives you
the opportunity to detail your event (e.g.
conference, seminar, etc.) to the executives
listed on the AMCHAM T&T database (over
1000 executives). Product, seminar or service
must be trade or trade-related.

JOIN AN AMCHAMT&T
COMMITTEE!
•

Chamber Experience and Imaging (CEI)
Committee

•

Health, Safety and Environmental (HSE)
Committee

AMCHAM T&T MONTHLY
MEETINGS

•

Membership Committee

•

Legislative Committee

You will receive notices of our Monthly
Meetings, which usually begin at 8:15
a.m. and end between 9:30 and 10:30
a.m. AMCHAM T&T business is usually the
first item on the agenda, followed by a guest
speaker and a discussion session. Occasionally
these meetings may take the form of a
Luncheon or Dinner. This may be the case
if there is a special event or an important
overseas visitor. Your company may also
choose to become the corporate associate
of a particular meeting for a sponsorship fee.

•

Trade and Investment Committee

•

Security Committee

•

Governance and Diversification
Committees to be established in 2016.

INCOMING & OUTGOING
TRADE MISSIONS
Information is available upon request.

AMCHAM T&T BOARD ROOM
RENTAL
AMCHAM T&T’s conference room is
available for meetings, training sessions and
board meetings. Send the particular details
regarding meeting needs in terms of seating,
catering, equipment, etc. and we will arrange
it for you.

Please contact us if you are interested in
participating in any committee.
All AMCHAM T&T's financial members are
encouraged to have representation on the
committees in order to voice their issues and
to provide feedback for the lobbying effort
of the AMCHAM T&T’s Board of Directors.
Committee meetings are another forum where
members can share invaluable experiences
and information with each other. To join a
committee, please contact The AMCHAM T&T
Secretariat Tel: (868) 622 4466/0340
Please note that some of AMCHAM
T&T services & products carry a
nominal fee.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SPONSORING AN AMCHAM T&T EVENT PROVIDES YOU WITH A UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY TO CONNECT WITH OUR DIVERSE MEMBERSHIP BASE
TO ENSURE TARGETED MARKETING AND CORPORATE BRANDING
OPPORTUNITIES.
Align your company with the benchmark of Excellence in the Business Community
Each event of AMCHAM T&T is unique and provides you with an opportunity to network and connect with a different
target audience, customer base or potential business partners.

APRIL/MAY 2016

JUNE, 2016

AMCHAM T&T’s AGM

Launch of the 20th Annual Health, Safety, Security &
Environment Conference and Exhibition

Thursday 12th May, 2016
Trinidad Hilton and Conference Centre
For further information please contact: Francisca Hector – franciscahector@amchamtt.
com or Breanne Mc Ivor – breannemcivor@amchamtt.com

JUNE 19-22, 2016
Trade Mission to Domincan Republic & Haiti
For further information please contact: Melissa Pierre, Senior Trade and Project Officer
- 622-4466 ext. 227 or melissapierre@amchamtt.com OR Aurelia Bruce, Research Officer
– 622-4466 ext. 222 or aureliabruce@amchamtt.com

Contact Melissa Pierre – melissapierre@amchamtt.com; Choy Durity – choydurity@
amchamtt.com; Neerala Boodoo - neeralaboodoo@amchamtt.com for more information
on sponsorship, booth registration and attendance.

SEPTEMBER, 2016
Post Budget Panel Discussion
For further information please contact: Francisca Hector, Communication and Events
Officer – 622-4466 ext. 228 or franciscahector@amchamtt.com

NOVEMBER 8 & 9 th , 2016
20th Annual Health, Safety, Security & Environment Conference
and Exhibition / National Excellence in HSE Awards
Contact Melissa Pierre – melissapierre@amchamtt.com; Choy Durity – choydurity@
amchamtt.com; Neerala Boodoo - neeralaboodoo@amchamtt.com for more information
on sponsorship, booth registration and attendance.

NEW MEMBERS
JET EXPRESS TRINIDAD LTD

@ AMCHAM T&T

Tel: 674-2642
ffelix@jetexpresstt.com

Transport/Customs Brokerage/
Air Couriers/Shipping

Tel: 733-5956

CKBAA HEALTHCARE LIMITED operations@ckbaahealthcare.com

Healthcare Products and Services

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING
LIMITED

Tel: 623-1818
www.isltrinidad.com

Transport/Customs Brokerage/

LEADERSHIP CONSULTING
GROUP

Tel: 222-4524
psamlalsingh.lcg@gmail.com
www.franklincovey.com

Consultancy

LUCENT RESEARCH LIMITED

Tel: 663-9210
www.lucentresearchtt.com

Market Research and Consultancy

www.ckbaahealthcare.com
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